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Abstract- To accomplish network layer integration of terrestrial and
satellite IP networks, special exterior gateway protocols are needed. In
this work, a new exterior gateway protocol calledBorder Gateway Protocol
- Satellite version (BGP-S) is introduced that enables automated discovery
of paths that go through the satellite network. This protocol is designed
to work in only one terrestrial gateway in every Autonomous System and
enables the forwarding of discovered paths in the Internet using the BGP-
4 protocol.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Satellite networks are becoming increasingly important for
global communications. With the explosive growth of the In-
ternet, the IP technology is being pushed to the satellite net-
works. To realize this, satellites carry IP-switches that forward
packets independently. These IP-switches are connected to
each other as well as to ground stations. Several issues related
to IP-based satellite networks have been reviewed in [1]. Rout-
ing in the LEO satellite environment is a challenging problem
because of the dynamic nature of the satellite networks. In re-
cent years, several routing algorithms and protocols have been
proposed for IP-based LEO satellite networks [2], [3], [4].

However, the use of the IP-based satellite networks as a part
of the Internet cannot be accomplished only by solving the
routing problem. The integration of the IP-based satellite net-
works must assure their interoperability with the terrestrial IP
networks. Previously, satellite network integration issues have
been pointed out in [5], [6], [1]. As suggested in these papers,
the satellite network can be viewed as a separate Autonomous
System (AS) with a different addressing scheme. Terrestrial
gateways act as border gateways on behalf of the satellite net-
work and perform the address translations. Then, paths over
both networks can be discovered using an Exterior Gateway
Protocol such as BGP [7]. However, since the internal and ex-
ternal metrics for terrestrial ASs and the satellite network are
different, special care must be taken. None of the studies men-
tioned above provides a detailed solution as how this network
level integration can be accomplished.

In this work, we propose the Border Gateway Protocol -
Satellite version (BGP-S). The satellite network is considered
as an AS with special properties. BGP-S is designed to coexist
with the BGP-4 [7] and support automated discovery of paths
that include the satellite hops. It is designed to be implemented
in only one terrestrial gateway in every AS that is connected to
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Fig. 1. The Hybrid Terrestrial/Satellite Network Architecture

the satellite network. Since the delay in the satellite network
can be much longer than in a terrestrial AS, the acceptance of
paths involving satellite hops is accomplished through active
delay measurements. The general hybrid network architecture
is introduced in Section II. In Section III, details of packet for-
warding scheme is explained. The BGP-S protocol is described
in detail in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. THE HYBRID TERRESTRIAL/SATELLITE NETWORK

ARCHITECTURE

The general hybrid network consists of the terrestrial Inter-
net and an IP-based satellite network. The terrestrial Internet
is organized into Autonomous Systems (ASs). Inside every
AS, the routing is accomplished through Interior Gateway Pro-
tocols (IGPs). The inter-AS routing is based on an Exterior
Gateway Protocol (EGP), specifically, Border Gateway Proto-
col version 4 (BGP-4) [7]. The satellite network should carry
the following properties:� The satellite network should be able to forward individual
data packets between two gateways on the Earth with its own
addressing scheme.� There is no constraint on the satellite topology as long as
any two terrestrial gateways can be connected over the satellite
network.� There is no constraint on the routing protocol used in the
satellite network.

The following is a list of notations used in this work:� Autonomous System: The collection of routers under the
same technical and administrative control is referred to as an
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Autonomous System. We denote the autonomous systems by�����
as shown in Figure 1.� Routers and BGP Speakers: The routers in every au-

tonomous system
��� �

are denoted by � ��� 	 , for 
 �������������������
, where

����
is the number of routers in

��� �
. The

BGP speakers are the routers that implement BGP and they are
denoted by � ����� 	 , for 
�� ���������������� � � , where

�!�"��
is the

number of BGP speakers in
�����

. Note that
� ���� # ����

and$ � �%��� 	'&�( $ � �)� 	*& .� Network Address: A network address NA
�

is the
longest common IP prefix shared by the network ele-
ments in that subnetwork. An example network address is
193.140.196.0/24.� AS Path: An AS path + 	 , �.-�/ NA 0'1 is an ordered list of au-
tonomous systems / ����� ������� ���%2 1 , which is the 
*3�4 alterna-
tive path for

�����
to reach the network address NA 0 , where

NA 0 resides in
����2

.� Gateways and Peer Gateways: The gateways are the ter-
restrial stations that enable the communication between the au-
tonomous systems and the satellite network. In an autonomous
system

�5� �
, the number of gateways is

�!6"7�
, and the gate-

ways are denoted by 8:9 ��� 	 , for 
�� �;�������<��6"7� �=�
. One of

the gateways is designated as the peer gateway and implements
the BGP-S protocol used for path discovery over the satellite
network. The peer gateway in an autonomous system

���>�
is

denoted by ?@8:9 � as shown in Figure 1. A peer gateway is a
gateway, a router, and a BGP speaker at the same time.� Active Peer Register: The active peer register (APR) is the
list of active peer gateways connected to the satellite network.
APR can be maintained on the Earth as well as in the satellite
network, where it can be reached by peer gateways over pre-
configured paths. APR can also be duplicated as long as all
copies are updated in real-time.

Additionally, the terrestrial network contains routers and
hosts, and there are satellites with on-board routers. The satel-
lites are denoted by

���
, for AB� �;�������<� � �C� , where

� �
is the

number of satellites. Note that we do not assume any satellite
constellation or organization of the satellites. Thus, we only
use the index A in

���
to refer to the satellites.

III. PACKET FORWARDING

The packet forwarding from one terrestrial gateway to the
next occurs with “IP over IP” tunneling in the satellite network.
Under this scheme, the packets are encapsulated individually
into native satellite packets before they are sent to the satellite
network by the terrestrial gateway. The native satellite packets
carry the address of the next terrestrial gateway which can be
interpreted by all satellites in the network. Hence, the satellites
do not need to keep track of all IP addresses. It is assumed
that the addressing scheme used by the satellite network and
the mappings of these addresses to IP-addresses are available

in the terrestrial gateways. While the routers in the terrestrial
network continue using the standard packet forwarding proce-
dures, the terrestrial gateways must translate the IP addresses
and encapsulate the IP packets into native satellite packets.
Definition 1. (Next Hop Function NH). Let ? denote a packet
received by a terrestrial gateway. The function NH / ?:1 returns
the next hop on the path of the packet ? towards its destination.
Definition 2. (Satellite Next Hop Function SNH). Let ? de-
note a packet received by a terrestrial gateway 8:9 �)� 	 , and the
next hop for packet ? be a terrestrial gateway 8:9ED � F , i.e.,
NH / ?:1G�H8:9ID � F  where /)J LK 1EM� / A  
N1 , which is reachable
through satellite network. The function SNH / 8:9ED � F 1 returns
the satellite

� 3 , where 8:9 ��� 	 should first send the packet ? to
such that ? reaches 8:9 D � F .

Upon receiving a packet ? , a terrestrial gateway 8:9 �)� 	 pro-
cesses the packet as follows:
1. The gateway determines the next hop NH / ?:1 for the re-
ceived packet ? .
2. If the packet’s next hop is not a terrestrial gateway, i.e.,
NH / ?:1GMO $ 8:9 D � F�P /�J <K 15M� / A  
N1 & , it forwards the packet to
the next hop without any modifications.
3. If the next hop of the packet ? is a terrestrial gateway,
i.e., NH / ?:1Q�R8:9 D � F  /)J LK 1SM� / A  
N1 , then ? is encapsu-
lated into a native satellite packet with 8:9ED � F as the destina-
tion and sent to its next hop

� 3 in the satellite network, where� 3 � SNH / 8:9TD � F 1 .
Note that it is assumed that no two terrestrial gateways are

connected to each other with terrestrial links. If it is the case,
then the function NH should be modified such that it also in-
dicates if the next hop should be reached through the satellite
network or over a direct terrestrial link. When a terrestrial gate-
way receives a native satellite packet from a satellite, it simply
extracts the payload from the satellite packet and processes it
as a regular IP packet.

IV. THE BGP-S PROTOCOL

To allow the automated discovery of paths that pass through
the satellite network, we introduce a new protocol called the
Border Gateway Protocol - Satellite version (BGP-S). BGP-S
has the same basic functionality as the BGP-4 [7]. However,
using the BGP-S together with BGP-4 [7] has two main ad-
vantages. First of all, the satellite network does not directly
participate in the path calculations. Instead, it is only respon-
sible for carrying data packets and (possibly) keeping track of
the active peer gateways. Secondly, if the satellite network is
regarded as a regular autonomous system, there would not be
any difference between a terrestrial AS and the satellite net-
work. This may be misleading in many cases since the delays
in the satellite network are much larger than in a terrestrial AS.
Therefore, under BGP-4 [7], it is necessary to manually con-
figure the routing strategies according to the location of the
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ASs and delay estimations. The BGP-S eliminates the need for
manual configuration and enables automatic adaptation based
on the delays in the satellite and terrestrial networks.

In the hybrid network model, BGP-4 and BGP-S are used
together as shown in Figure 1, where APR is located in the
satellite network. Between the terrestrial BGP speakers, the
BGP-4 protocol is used. More specifically, the Interior-BGP
(IBGP) is used among the BGP speakers in the same AS. The
BGP speakers that belong to different ASs use Exterior-BGP
(EBGP). Although the message formats are the same both for
IBGP and EBGP, there are differences in message processing.
The peer gateways communicate over the satellite network us-
ing the BGP-S protocol. The peer gateways must implement
both BGP-4 and BGP-S.

There are two important rules in a system implementing the
BGP-S:

Rule 1. There is only one peer gateway in an AS.

Rule 2. The routing policies that are configured for the BGP-4
are automatically adopted by BGP-S.

The first rule aims to limit the number of peer gateways to
the number of ASs directly connected to the satellite network.
Furthermore, it eliminates duplication of information received
in an AS. The second rule ensures that BGP-S is fully compat-
ible with the BGP-4 protocol, hence with the existing Internet
infrastructure. These rules may include elimination of paths
that contain certain ASs, ensuring that transit traffic is not car-
ried, etc. Detail description of BGP-4 can be found in [7].The
details of the BGP-S protocol are provided in the following
sections.

A. BGP-S Connection Setup

The BGP-S protocol uses TCP connections between two
peer gateways for communication. A BGP-S connection is
closed either by an explicit NOTIFICATION message or when
no messages are received from the other party within a prede-
termined time-out period. Considering the number of active
peer gateways, the time-out period is suggested to be longer
than in BGP-4, approximately 10 seconds. The connection
setup is accomplished through the following steps, as also
shown in Figure 2:

1. When a peer gateway ?@8:9 � becomes active and wants to
connect to other peer gateways, it sends an Alive( ?@8:9 � ) mes-
sage to the Active Peer Register (APR).
2. The APR sends a list of already active peer gateways to?@8:9 � .
3. ?@8:9 � acknowledges the reception of the active peer gate-
way list to the APR.
4. The APR sends to all other active peer gateways the
Alive Fwd( ?@8:9 � ) to notify them about the availability of the
peer gateway ?@8:9 � .

PGWi PGWkPGWj
Alive(PGW )i

Alive_Fwd(PGW )
i

Alive_Fwd(PGW )
i

APR

List of Active PGWs

ACK

OPEN

OPEN

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(1)

(4)
(4)

Fig. 2. The Activation of Peer Gateways and Connection Setup

5. If an already active peer gateway ?@8:9 	 wants to estab-
lish a BGP-S connection, then it sends an OPEN message to?@8:9 � .
6. ?@8:9 � can establish a BGP-S connection to any other peer
gateway ?@8:9 0 in the active peer register by sending an OPEN
message.

The Alive( ?@8:9 � ) message contains the IP and satellite net-
work addresses of the peer gateway ?@8:9 � as well as the AS
number where ?@8:9 � resides. The Alive Fwd( ?@8:9 � ) mes-
sage contains the same information as the Alive( ?@8:9 � ) mes-
sage. The difference is that Alive() messages are created by the
peer gateways that become active, and Alive Fwd() messages
are created by the APR to notify other peer gateways of the
availability of a new peer gateway. The OPEN message has
the same format as in the BGP-4 protocol.

B. Path Discovery and Prioritization

A peer gateway learns paths both via BGP-S and BGP-4. If
it decides to advertise the paths to other peer gateways over
BGP-S, then it uses UPDATE messages which have the same
format as in BGP-4. It is important to note that the paths
learned via BGP-S cannot be processed like the paths learned
through BGP-4. While processing these paths, it is important
to be consistent with policies configured with the BGP-4 pro-
tocol. Then, the paths are compared based on the delay to the
target network. Note that the delay comparison is just an ap-
proximation of the real-time delay. The delay changes continu-
ously due to fluctuations in the traffic load and it is not feasible
to check the delay to all possible network addresses periodi-
cally. In order to discover the delay to a given network, the
following new messages are used:

POLL() Message: The POLL message is used to request a de-
lay measurement to a specified network or network element.
The POLL( ?@8:9 � , ?@8:9 	 , � ) is a message sent by the peer
gateway ?@8:9 � to ?@8:9 	 to learn about the delay between?@8:9 	 and

�
, where

�
can be a network or a network el-

ement. Every POLL message contains the message creation
timestamp.

DELAY() Message: The DELAY() message is a reply to a
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Fig. 3. The Processing of AS Paths Learned via BGP-S

POLL() message. The DELAY( ?@8:9 	 , ?@8:9 � , � , � , U ) is
a message sent by the peer gateway ?@8:9 	 to ?@8:9 � telling
that the delay between itself and an network element � in the
network

�
is U . If

�
is a network element, then

� �V� .
If
� �W?@8:9 	 , then DELAY() is like a ping response; the

receiving peer gateway ?@8:9 	 replies immediately with a de-
lay equal to the timestamp in the POLL() message. Then, the
peer gateway ?@8:9 � calculates the round trip delay to ?@8:9 	 .
If
�

is a network address, then ?@8:9 	 measures the delay to
the network element � in the network

�
. Then the DELAY()

message contains this measured delay as U . When the delay to
a network

�
is needed, ?@8:9 	 selects a network element � in

the network
�

and measures the delay from itself to � . The
delay can be measured using the ping utility. However, any
other method can be used for delay measurement, as well.

B.1 New Path Discovery via BGP-S

Assume a peer gateway ?@8:9 � learns from ?@8:9 	 via
BGP-S the AS path +

, �.X / NA 0'1 to reach the network NA 0 . The
new AS path +

, � X / NA 0 1 is processed following the steps be-
low, which are also shown in Figure 3.

1. ?@8:9 � checks +
, �YX / NA 0Z1 with the policies setup for BGP-

4 protocol. If there is a conflict, then +
, �YX / NA 0Z1 is discarded.

2. If +
, � X / NA 0 1 conforms with the BGP-4 policies and the

delay from ?@8:9 � to ?@8:9 	 is not available to ?@8:9 � , then?@8:9 � sends a POLL( ?@8:9 � , ?@8:9 	 , ?@8:9 	 ) message to?@8:9 	 .
3. ?@8:9 � also sends a POLL( ?@8:9 � , ?@8:9 	 , NA 0 ) message
to ?@8:9 	 to learn the delay between ?@8:9 	 and the network
NA 0 .
4. ?@8:9 � receives the DELAY( ?@8:9 	 , ?@8:9 � , ?@8:9 	 ,?@8:9 	 , UN[ ) message from ?@8:9 	 . The delay U\[ to ?@8:9 	 ,
is estimated as the half of the difference of the current time]�^`_ D and the timestamp U , i.e., U�[a�cbYd�egf�hjik .
5. ?@8:9 	 measures the delay U k to the network element � in
network NA 0 .
6. ?@8:9 � receives the DELAY( ?@8:9 	 , ?@8:9 � , NA 0 , � , U k )
message from ?@8:9 	 .

7. ?@8:9 � measures the delay Uml to � if there exists an AS
path +

, �.- / NA 0 1 to reach the network NA 0 in the Routing In-
formation Base (RIB) of BGP-4. If there is no such entry in
the BGP-4 RIB, then the delay to � is assigned infinity, i.e.,U l �on .
8. If U l is infinity, then + [, �.- / NA 0'1 is created by appending���%�

to +
, � X / NA 0 1 and inserted to BGP-4 RIB with a default

local preference value.
9. Assume that there is already an AS path +qp, �.- / NA 0 1 used
in
���%�

to reach the network NA 0 such that + p, �.- / NA 0 1r�s't<uwv�s.x\y�z $�{}|N~ -<� NA �g� & LocalPref /)� 1 , where the function

LocalPref /�� 1 gives the local preference value of the AS path� . If U [�� U k�� U l , i.e., the new path over the satellite net-
work is longer than the already available AS path, then the new
AS path +���� [, �.-�/ NA 0'1 is inserted into BGP-4 RIB with a local
preference value of LocalPref / +qp, �.- / NA 0 1�1 �T� , where � is the
number of AS paths to NA 0 already in the RIB.
10. Under the same conditions as in the previous step, if U�[ �U k:� Uml , i.e., the new path over the satellite network is shorter,
then the new AS path + ��� [, �.-�/ NA 0 1 is inserted into BGP-4 RIB
with the local preference value of LocalPref / +qp, � - / NA 0'1�1 � � ,
where � is the number of AS paths to NA 0 already in the RIB.

When an AS path is inserted into the BGP-4 RIB by a peer
gateway, the delay information remains local to the BGP-S pro-
tocol. The delay comparison is advertised to the BGP speakers
in the same network implicitly with the local preference value.
Although a relative local preference assignment is not allowed
under BGP-4, BGP-S assigning relative local preference val-
ues does not affect the integrity of the BGP-4 because there is
only one network entity per AS that is allowed to perform this
operation.

B.2 New Path Discovery via BGP-4

Assume that a new AS path +5��� k, �'- / NA 0 1 is advertised
via BGP-4, which has a higher local preference value
than the currently used, i.e., LocalPref / +���� k, � - / NA 0 1�1��
LocalPref / +�p, � - / NA 0 1�1 . Also let +:�, � - / NA 0 1 be the AS path
with the best delay performance to the network NA 0 among the
AS paths learned via BGP-S. The peer gateway ?@8:9 � per-
forms the following steps to process the new AS path:
1. If the BGP-4 RIB does not contain any path to NA 0 that was
learned via BGP-S, then no action is taken.
2. Otherwise, the delay to the network element � in NA 0 is
measured for +���� k, �.-�/ NA 0'1 and +:�, �.-g/ NA 0'1 . The measurements
are taken following the Steps 2-7 in Section IV-B.1, obtaining
the delays U [ , U k , and U l .
3. If UN[ � U k � U*l , i.e., the AS path over the satellite network+:�, � - / NA 0 1 is longer than the new AS path +���� k, � - / NA 0 1 , then
no action is taken.
4. If UN[ � U kr� U*l , i.e., the AS path over the satellite net-
work +��, �.- / NA 0.1 is shorter than the new AS path +5��� k, �'- / NA 0'1 ,
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then ?@8:9 � updates the local preference of +��, � - / NA 0 1 as
LocalPref / +���� k, � - / NA 0 1�1 � � . Then, ?@8:9 � advertises the path+:�, � - / NA 0 1 with the updated local preference value.

B.3 Path Withdrawal

When a path is withdrawn either via BGP-4 or BGP-S, the
peer gateway ?@8:9 � in

�5�%�
must check the RIB and possibly

modify the local preference value of the shortest AS path that
goes over the satellite network. Assume that there are � paths
in the BGP RIB to reach the network NA 0 . Upon receiving
an UPDATE message that contains the withdrawal of an AS
path that leads to NA 0 , the peer gateway ?@8:9 � performs the
following operations:
1. If the withdrawn AS path is not the one that is currently
used, no action is taken.
2. If the currently used path is withdrawn and the AS path with
the next highest local preference value is learned via BGP-4,
then no action is taken.
3. If the AS path with the next highest local preference value is
learned over BGP-S, then the AS path that is learned via BGP-
4 and has the largest local preference value is found, which we
call +�3, � - / NA 0'1 .
4. All AS paths with larger local preference values than+�3, �.- / NA 0.1 are collected in the set + �N� 3, �.- / NA 0Z1 .
5. The delays of all AS paths in + �N� 3, �.- / NA 0 1 are measured
as described in Section IV-B.1, Steps 2-7. The delay of+�3, �.- / NA 0 1 is also measured as described in these steps.
6. Let us assume that the AS path + F, � - / NA 0 1 has the lowest
delay U F among all paths in + �N� 3, � - / NA 0'1 . Also assume that the
delay of +�3, � - / NA 0'1 is U 3 . If U 3 � U F , i.e., all AS paths over the
satellite network are longer, then the local preference values of
all AS paths in + �N� 3, �.- / NA 0 1 are set to LocalPref / + 3 , �.- / NA 0 1�1 ��

, i.e., LocalPref / +:1!� LocalPref / +@3, �.- / NA 0 1�1 �S� }� + O+ �N� 3, �.- / NA 0 1 .
7. If U 3 � U F , one of the AS paths over the satel-
lite network is shorter, then the local preference values
of all AS paths in + �N� 3, � - / NA 0'1 except for + F, � - / NA 0.1 are
set to LocalPref / + 3 , � - / NA 0'1�1 ��� , i.e., LocalPref / +:1��
LocalPref / +�3, �.- / NA 0'1�1 ��� �� + O + �N� 3, �.- / NA 0'1 and + M�+ F, �.- / NA 0 1 . The local preference value of + F, �.- / NA 0 1 is set
to LocalPref / +�3, �.- / NA 0 1�1 � � .
8. The updated local preference values are advertised in the
autonomous system

�����
.

C. BGP-S Connection Termination

Assume that a BGP-S connection between two peer gate-
ways ?@8:9 � and ?@8:9 	 is terminated because ?@8:9 	 does
not receive any message from ?@8:9 � within a time-out period.
If the connection terminates due to time-out, ?@8:9 	 notifies
the
� ?@� about the termination.

� ?@� checks if ?@8:9 � alive.
If ?@8:9 � is alive, no action is taken. If ?@8:9 � does not re-

spond, then
� ?@� records this in its database and informs all

active peer gateways about this. Any existing connections to?@8:9 � is terminated and all RIB entries that use
�5�}�

are with-
drawn by active peer gateways within their ASs.

On the other hand, if a peer gateway ?@8:9 � will be turned
off or if

�5� �
does not want to receive any traffic from the

satellite network, then ?@8:9 � terminates all active connections
with NOTIFICATION messages. The peer gateways that re-
ceive NOTIFICATION messages do not contact

� ?@� . Then?@8:9 � sends a message to
� ?@� indicating that it is no longer

active.
� ?@� records this in its database and forwards this mes-

sage to all active peer gateways. All RIB entries that use
�5� �

are withdrawn by active peer gateways.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced the BGP-S protocol for integra-
tion of the IP-based satellite networks with the Internet. The
BGP-S protocol does not require a special satellite network ar-
chitecture and works independent of the internal routing of the
satellite network. BGP-S is fully compatible with the BGP-
4 protocol. It uses BGP-4’s LocalPref value to propagate the
paths it learns through the satellite network. To accept or re-
ject the paths learned through the satellite network, the policies
manually configured in the routers are given priority. If alter-
native paths are available, the choice is based on measuring
the delays on the existing paths. BGP-S is implemented only
in one terrestrial gateway in every terrestrial AS to reduce the
complexity.
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